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Drive your company’s growth with the next-generation
risk intelligence platform from Dun & Bradstreet.
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ACCESS THE WORLD’S MOST
INDISPENSABLE COMMERCIAL
DATABASE IN A MODERN,
DYNAMIC WAY.

YOUR DECISIONS MATTER.
Let’s face it: You need to make the best credit decisions as efficiently as you can. Your company—and your
career—depend on you finding answers and sharing them across your company as quickly as possible. But
when you rely on a flood of data to make those decisions, it’s not always easy. Arriving at the best answers can
be time consuming.

IMAGINE A BETTER WAY.
D&B Credit is Dun & Bradstreet’s next-generation risk intelligence platform. Built on a foundation of the most
comprehensive and reliable business credit data in the world, and providing customisable, intelligent risk
assessment, it’s going to change the way modern finance works. User-friendly, smart and simplified, D&B Credit
makes accessing the industry-leading relationship data and financial scoring models of Dun & Bradstreet easier and
more effective than ever. And our newest edition, D&B Credit Advantage, allows you to combine your accounts
receivable data with Dun & Bradstreet’s leading data and analytics to get a more holistic view of your customers.

BUILD THE RELATIONSHIPS THAT MATTER MOS T.
With D&B Credit solutions, evaluating the most complete and current credit-risk insights is simpler and more
efficient than ever. Comprehensive, intuitive and dynamic, this platform positions you to drive your company’s
growth by helping to build your most valuable relationships—with customers, partners and colleagues.

FROM MAKING CREDIT DECISIONS TO MANAGING YOUR
PORTFOLIO AND OVERALL RISK, D&B CREDIT
SOLUTIONS HELP YOU QUICK LY FINISH THE TASK AT HAND,
SO YOU CAN MOVE ON TO OTHER THINGS:
Analyse an industry where you see growth, spend more time leading your team,
or maybe even get home to the family a little earlier.

View reports the way you want to
see them, going intuitively from
critical summary information to
comprehensive intelligence.

Tag and segment your portfolio
to dynamically manage for risk
and opportunity.

Easily add customers to your
portfolio and organize them by
relevant characteristics.
Generate an almost limitless
number of tags to create the
segments that help you be
more efficient.

Get alerts when and how
you want to see them via
email updates and in-product
dashboards.

SOLUTIONS DESIGNED
FOR THE WORK YOU DO.

With powerful segmentation tools and personalised alerts, your entire team will be able to zero in on what’s important for the business— be it
data on an individual company or the amount of risk across your entire portfolio.

WHEN WILL YOU USE D&B CREDIT?
WH EN YOU NEED TO
MANAGE AND SEGMENT
YOUR PORTFOLIO
OF ACCOUNTS:

WHEN YOU NEED
TO MAKE
A CREDIT DECISION:

•

Do it simply, using a modern and intuitive interface
with simple search and the ability to filter results to the
exact company you are looking for.

•

Get a clear and customisable view, with tagging that
lets you flexibly organize, monitor and report on your
customer base.

•

Do it confidently, relying on the world’s largest
commercial database, easy-to-understand analytics and
scores, and third-party web and social information.

•

Add customers to your portfolio and segment them
by the characteristics that are important to you.

•

View trends over the past 12 months in summary or
detail form and filter your portfolio based on those
criteria.

•

Do it efficiently, with streamlined reports containing
critical summary information, and the ability to navigate
deeper with just a click.

WH EN YOU NEED TO
DO BUSINESS AROUND
THE WORLD:

WH EN YOU NEED TO
MONITOR AND MANAGE
ACCOUNT RISK:
•

Configure as many alert profiles as you need to
effectively monitor customer financial health and to
protect your business.

•

Rely on normalisation of global data for scoring
and analytics.

•

Get multi-language support.

•

Have alerts consolidated into a daily email as well
as added to your portfolio dashboard, homepage
and credit reports.

•

Utilize a multiple currency database.

•

Access credit reports in 200+ countries and territories.

•

View a detailed page highlighting the history of
alerts for any business you’re tracking.

•

•

Enhance corporate governance by ensuring that
all accounts are monitored consistently according
to your corporate standards.

New! Country Insight Reports, integrated directly into
D&B Credit, provide a detailed analysis of the
underlying risks and opportunities in a specific market.

SOLUTIONS DESIGNED
FOR MODERN FINANCE
ORGANIZATIONS.

Finance has changed. Your team plays a larger role than ever in the growth and success of the business. No longer tied to a desk crunching
numbers, finance needs access to the right information any time and anywhere. That’s why Dun & Bradstreet created D&B Credit
solutions—D&B Credit and D&B Credit Advantage—for the modern finance team. From social media monitoring to global assessment
capabilities, D&B Credit has everything you need to make financial decisions faster, so you can spend more time contributing to the growth
of the business. And because it’s cloud-based, it can be accessed from your desktop, laptop or mobile device—which means you can get
answers and make more intelligent decisions wherever you go. Plus, it is plug and play and features an intuitive user interface, quick online
tours and step-by-step wizards to ensure your credit team will be up and running quickly and easily.

FROM THE GLOBAL LEADERS IN CREDIT AND COMMERCIAL DATA.
We have brought together:
•

The best data and analytics from Dun & Bradstreet—including the world’s largest commercial database, with more than
265 million company records from over 30,000 data sources and 5 million updates per day.

•

The best solutions—like D&B Credit Advantage—which allows you to combine your thinking and ours.

•

The best outcomes delivered faster—so you can spend time focusing on growing your most profitable relationships.

WHEN FINDING THE ANSWERS YOU NEED IS MORE EFFICIENT, WHAT
WILL YOU DO WITH THE TIME YOU SAVE?

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT D&B CREDIT, VISIT https://dnbuae.com/risk-management-solutions/dnbcredit/

Dun & Bradstreet
Email Us @
info.me@crif.com
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